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We will be using the following tool to perform our social engineering
attack, to hack Facebook and to execute some commands. The
program is SET. It is a sophisticated social engineering toolkit. This
program also allows us to perform malicious and social engineering
attacks on the victims systems. There are few things that you should
need and do before performing this attack: First of all, you will need
a firewalls and a proxy server. The proxy server will have access to
the whole Internet and you will be able to connect to any external
services you will like (Facebook,Twitter, etc.). You need a Facebook
credentials to begin with. You can find this on hackers forum or they
can be retrieved from breach databases like Have I Been Pwned.
Attack vectors against Facebook are well documented and results of
the attacks are not uncommon. Users often fall victim to the
phishing scams that are like a mutant offspring of the classic old
school email used to infect users with the trojan and banking trojans
back in the days, also cyber criminals are always looking for clever
new ways to exploit social networking sites. The same way hackers
use email for spreading their evil and malware, are currently using
Facebook,Twitter and other social networks to take advantage of
users. The attackers trick victims into clicking on links that appear to
be coming from their colleague or from a website that is valid. The
link contains special code which is the malware or the hackers and
the malware will perform to achieve his objectives. In this tutorial we
will learn how hackers hack Facebook with Kali Linux and SET(Social
Engineering Toolkit).
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